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 .. ASTRAL ENTROLLER ★ FREE NEW STUFF!!! Please read the rules!!! ★★★★★ Are you a fan of FPS games? This
game is not your ordinary shooting game. Let’s say you’re trying to control something… How would you do that? By using your
finger. If you can do that… Well, we bet you can also solve this puzzle. After all, the more you solve, the more the game will
help you. At the end of each round, you will get a medal for your efforts! With bonus lives, and a game that never ends, this is
an opportunity for you to show off your amazing skills and become a true champion. But don’t think that this is all about the
shooting. This puzzle game has many different categories to allow you to explore. Some categories even have mini puzzles in

them. However, as you can only have five fingers, you will have to find a clever way to solve puzzles within the time limit. We
recommend you try out the game and see if you can solve any of the puzzles yourself! With over 60 challenging puzzles, we
guarantee that your gameplay experience will be fantastic. Download and start solving puzzles in this thrilling new shooting
game. Every month we will update the game! Please update your game at: Features ✔ Thousands of Challenging Puzzles ✔

Awesome Shooting Game ✔ Frequent Updating ✔ Frequent Special Missions ✔ Survival System ✔ Daily Challenges ✔
Achievements ✔ And More! The game is free to play but some in game items may require payment. You may disable in app
purchases if you do not want to use this feature. We are looking forward to your game experience and hope that you like it as
much as we do. You can help us make this game better by giving us feedback. ★ Try the free version before buying the full
version ***The full version is no longer free*** The full version is now 1.99 USD and has no IAPs. ★ Thank you for trying
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